1 Abstract-End-user development is an emerging computer science discipline that provides programming paradigms, techniques, and tools suitable for users not trained in software engineering. One of the techniques that allow ordinary computer users to develop their own applications without the need to learn a classic programming language is a GUI-level programming based on programming-by-demonstration. To build wizard-based tools that assist users in application development and to verify the correctness of user programs, a computer-supported method for GUI-level data dependency analysis is necessary. Therefore, formal model for GUI representation is needed. In this paper, we present a finite state machine for modeling the data dependencies between GUI controls and GUI actions. Furthermore, we present an algorithm for automatic construction of finite state machine for arbitrary GUI application. We show that proposed state aggregation scheme successfully manages state explosion in state machine construction algorithm, which makes the model applicable for applications with complex GUIs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphical user interfaces, or GUIs for short, are a predominant technique of interaction with current softwaredriven systems. A GUI is a type of user interface which allows people to interact with electronic devices by exposing the inputs and outputs of the device as a set of visually represented controls and enabling user-driven actions upon these controls. A GUI uses a combination of technologies and devices to provide an environment the user can interact with, in order to gather or produce information. The most common form of GUI in the field of personal computers is the WIMP paradigm [1] . This paradigm uses physical input devices to control the system's data input as well as the position of a cursor, and outputs the information on to a display device. Available commands to control the target system are compiled together in windows, menus, and icons and acted upon through physical input devices, such as keyboard and mouse.
In recent years, especially with the advent of Web 2.0, automation of GUI applications has been more actively researched and a number of GUI automation tools have been developed. Such tools allow users to build customized programs that automate operations over the applications' GUI and integrate content from multiple sources into a coherent whole. The particular purpose of GUI automation tools ranges from web automation and testing to customization and even application development.
Although the development of user programs in majority of such tools still relies on low-level technologies like parsing HTML, scripting with JavaScript, and styling with CSS, recent tools like Chickenfoot [2] , Marmite [3] , Geppeto [4] , Selenium [5] , and Sikuli [6] operate at a GUI level. In this type of programming paradigm, programming primitives describe GUI operations like filling in forms, clicking on links and buttons, or selecting items from dropdown menus. Because of their closeness to human perception of the GUI, these characteristics make such tools appropriate even for non-programmers.
However, in order to verify the correctness of such GUI programs, models that describe the behavior of applications at the GUI level are required. Furthermore, the definition of correct usage of GUIs must be appropriately defined with respect to GUI dynamics and integrated into models. Additionally, the practical applicability of models depends on both their simplicity and expressiveness as requirements for supporting automatic construction of application descriptions and effective verification.
Although many models of GUI applications have been previously developed with the specific purpose of GUI testing, our work has complementary motivation and requirements. In GUI testing [7] , [8] , GUI applications are being verified and the premise is that GUI-level programs that test them are correct, whereas our work focuses on cases where GUI applications are known to be correct and GUI-level programs require verification.
In this paper, we present a formal model for describing data dependencies among controls and operations of a graphical user interface. Since data dependencies at a GUI level dictate the temporal ordering of GUI operations for reaching the desired state of the application, we use this as the basis for the definition of correct GUI usage. The formal model for describing data dependencies is constructed in a form of a finite state machine [9] , where states describe the state of GUI controls, while transitions describe GUI operations. We describe how such finite state machines may be efficiently generated automatically based on a simple description of GUI structure and operation-level data dependencies. Furthermore, we explain how the formal model may be used both to guide the construction of GUIlevel programs and to verify temporal characteristics of GUI-level programs prior to their execution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce basic concepts of data dependency at the GUI level. In Section 3, we construct a finite state machine describing data dependencies for a single GUI element, while in Section 4 we give rules for construction of application-level finite state machines. In Section 5, we outline the algorithm for construction of application-level finite state machines. In Section 6 and 7, we discuss the efficiency of the presented model and algorithm, and discuss model usage. In Section 8, we compare our research to the work done in the field of GUI testing, while Section 9 concludes the paper.
II. DATA DEPENDENCIES AT GUI LEVEL
The algorithm for construction of a formal model in a form of a finite state machine is exemplified through a sample web application GUI shown in Fig. 1 . The purpose of the given application is to support online translation of natural languages. The GUI consists of two text areas, two drop-down menus, and two button controls. The input text area is used to enter the text in the source language, while the output text area shows the translated text. The dropdown menus are used to select the source and target languages, while buttons are used to start the translation of source text and pronunciation of translated text.
To automate the usage of the web application shown in Fig. 1 , the user may construct a program consisting of primitives that mimic the human operation on GUI elements. Typing text into the input text area, selecting an item from the From menu, selecting an item from the To menu, clicking the Translate button, clicking the Pronounce button, and copying text from the output text area into some other input element are six different operations that can be performed over the given set of GUI elements. To achieve a certain task, the user program will perform a sequence of the listed operations which will guide the application to the desired state. If the GUI is used manually by an end-user, using a keyboard and pointing device, the proper ordering of operations is inferred by the user herself from the application semantics, as well as visual layout, labeling, and grouping of the GUI controls. For example, there is no sense in clicking the Translate button if the input text area is empty or any of the languages is not selected. Even if a faulty interaction occurs, manual operation allows the user to correct herself through multiple trial-and-error cycles.
However, to check the correctness of a user program automatically, we need to check whether the ordering of programming primitives is a correct and sensible usage of the GUI. For this reason, GUI data dependencies may be used to determine the correct temporal ordering of GUI operations for reaching the desired state of the application.
To construct a finite state machine for describing the correct GUI usage, information regarding both the structure and the dynamics of the GUI is needed. On a higher level of abstraction, a GUI can be modeled as an ordered pair consisting of a finite set of GUI elements and a finite set of GUI operations. Fig. 2 shows the abstract model for the web application GUI shown in Fig. 1 , where G represents an ordered pair consisting of a finite set of GUI elements E and finite set of GUI operations O. As shown in Fig. 2 , the GUI of the given web application consists of six elements which support six different operations to be performed by an enduser. From a GUI-level data dependency analysis perspective, GUI elements are elementary units, while GUI operations are complex structures which can be further described with two sets, the domain and the co-domain of the operation. The domain of an operation is a set of GUI elements which are used as inputs for the given operation. On the other hand, the co-domain of an operation is a set of GUI elements where the results of the operation are written to. Table 1 shows the domain and co-domain for each of the GUI operations of the web application shown in Fig. 1 . 
III. ELEMENT-LEVEL FINITE STATE MACHINE
GUI elements of an application can be divided into two groups. The first group, which we call content-sensitive elements, consists of elements that contain applicationgenerated or user-generated content. For example, elements named Input Text, From, and To contain user-generated content since user defines the values contained in these elements. On the other hand, Output Text contains application-generated content since the content of this element is generated by internal application logic. The remaining elements are called content-free elements. For example, control buttons Translate and Pronounce are content-free elements because they are used only to start certain operations and do not change their content over time.
We aggregate all possible states of each content-sensitive GUI element during the execution of the application into three abstract states. The content of the GUI element can be either defined or undefined. If the content of the element is defined, we can further make a distinction between refreshed and used content. We introduce three labels representing the three basic states of the GUI elements: NDEF, REF, and USED. NDEF denotes that the content of the element is not yet defined, REF denotes that the element contains refreshed content, while USED denotes that the content of the element was used by an operation.
We model the transitions of GUI elements between the three basic states by the finite state machine shown in Fig. 3 . Initially, elements have no content defined and therefore are in the NDEF state. Once the content of the element is defined by an operation, the element changes its state to REF. Once another operation uses the previously refreshed content, the element enters the USED state. After usage, the content of the element can be redefined, which lead the element back to the REF state. Other transitions between the described states are considered as incorrect usage of the GUI element. For example, using the element with undefined content is not allowed.
The execution of particular GUI operation impacts the content of GUI elements that belong to its domain and codomain. If the element belongs to the domain of the given operation, then the operation uses the content of the element. Otherwise, if the element belongs to the co-domain of the given operation, the operation refreshes the content of the element. Hence, we can distinguish between two types of operations, definition and usage, to model the effect of any GUI operation. The finite state machine shown in Fig. 3 uses these two abstract types of GUI operations to model the transitions between GUI element states.
IV. APPLICATION-LEVEL FINITE STATE MACHINE
The finite state machine introduced in Section 3 models the transitions of a particular GUI element in response to different types of operations performed over that element. In order to model the GUI dynamics of an entire application, we extend the element-level state machine to the application-level state machine. The application-level FSM is a composition of element-level FSMs which respects data dependencies of all GUI elements within an application and guides the ordering of GUI operations.
A. Input data
In order to construct state machines describing GUI element dynamics, the structure of the application GUI and the dynamics of operations must be known. The structure of a GUI, as exemplified in Fig. 2 , is given with expression (1):
where E is the set of GUI element names and O is the set of operation names. Also, as exemplified in Table 1 , each operation Op must be defined by its domain and co-domain sets D op and C op : The set of content-sensitive elements CE may be computed from (1) and (2) using expression (3):
which means that GUI element e is considered contentsensitive if it appears as either domain or co-domain of at least one GUI operation.
B. FSM state construction
The basic finite state machine described in Section 3 shows how a particular GUI element changes states in response to GUI operations. However, in a general case, the GUI of an application contains more than one GUI element. Hence, the first step in construction of the application-level finite state machine is to change the way we construct the FSM states in order to represent the state of the entire GUI, instead of a single GUI element.
The states of the application-level FSM are constructed as multi-dimensional vectors. Each vector has N dimensions, where N is the number of content-sensitive GUI elements. Each dimension of the multi-dimensional FSM state represents the state of exactly one GUI element. For example, each state of the application-level FSM for sample application shown in Fig. 1 has four Since each application has a finite set of GUI elements and each dimension of the multi-dimensional FSM states has exactly three possible values, we can calculate the maximum number of states required to construct the application-level FSM. The maximum number of states is given by expression (4):
where Q represents the set of states of the FSM, while |CE| is the number of content-sensitive GUI elements. Since the maximum number of FSM states is finite for any given application, expression (4) confirms the feasibility of construction of the application-level FSM using multidimensional states.
C. FSM alphabet construction
Once the set of states of the application-level FSM is created, the second step is construction of the alphabet symbols to manage the transitions between states. Since the states of the application-level FSM reflect the state of the content-sensitive GUI elements, while the states of GUI elements are impacted by executing GUI operations, the alphabet of the application-level FSM is derived from these operations. The alphabet of the application-level FSM corresponds to the set of GUI operations for the given application. As shown in Fig. 4 , the FSM alphabet for the web application shown in Fig. 1 consists of six symbols since the given application has six different GUI operations.
D. FSM transitions construction
Given the set of states and set of alphabet symbols, the construction of the transitions of the application-level state machine is based on four rules described in the following sections.
Domain definition rule
The domain definition rule requires that the content of each element that belongs to the domain of a given operation has to be defined before the operation is performed. Domain definition rule asserts that performing an operation does not make sense if one or more input elements for that operation are undefined. Expression (5) describes the domain definition rule: 
Domain refreshness rule
The domain refreshness rule requires that the content of at least one element that belongs to the domain of a given operation must be refreshed before the operation is performed. Domain refreshness rule asserts that there is no sense in performing the same operation multiple times if at least one input element has not been redefined in the meantime. Expression (6) describes the domain refreshness rule:
According to expression (6) , to satisfy the domain refreshness rule, at least one content-sensitive GUI element belonging to the domain of an operation has to be in REF state in order to perform that operation.
Co-domain non-definition rule
Co-domain non-definition rule requires that the content of each element that belongs to the co-domain of a given operation has to be undefined before the operation is performed. Co-domain non-definition rule enables a coldstart of GUI applications when the content of output elements is still undefined. Expression (7) formally describes the co-domain non-definition rule.
where C op denotes the set of elements comprising the codomain of operation op. According to expression (7), to satisfy the co-domain non-definition rule, each contentsensitive GUI element that belongs to the co-domain of the given operation has to be in NDEF state before the operation is performed.
Co-domain usage rule
The co-domain usage rule requires that the content of at least one element belonging to the co-domain of a given operation must be used before the operation is performed. Co-domain usage rule prevents that effects of previously executed operations are overwritten before their usage in cases when co-domains of two operations overlap fully or partially. Expression (8) describes the co-domain usage rule.
According to expression (8) , to satisfy the co-domain usage rule, at least one content-sensitive GUI element belonging to the co-domain of an operation has to be in the USED state.
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Composite rule
The composite rule defines how four basic FSM transitions construction rules are applied to construct the transitions of the application-level finite state machine. To perform a given GUI operation, we require that the content of all GUI elements belonging to the operation domain is defined (domain definition rule) and that the content of at least one GUI element is refreshed (domain refreshness rule). Furthermore, we require that the content of all GUI elements belonging to the operation co-domain is either still undefined (co-domain non-definition rule) or, if the content of some elements are already defined, then the content of at least one such element has to be used (co-domain usage rule). The composite rule is described using expression (9): If the composite rule applies for a given FSM state and a given GUI operation, then that operation may be applied as a transition to transfer the GUI from the given state to the next state. Thus, we may construct a transition from given state to the next state, according to the basic FSM shown in Fig. 3 . The algorithm for constructing the set of transitions for application-level FSM is given in Section 5.
E. FSM initial state construction
The initial state of the application-level FSM depends on the initial state of application's GUI. For example, if the application GUI consists of four content-sensitive GUI elements, each of which is empty at the beginning of application execution, then the initial FSM state is [ 
V. ALGORITHM FOR APPLICATION-LEVEL FSM CONSTRUCTION
The algorithm for constructing an application-level FSM is presented in Fig. 5 . The first input for the algorithm is a data structure model containing the model of the application GUI as defined with expressions (1) and (2), and exemplified in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The data structure contains a list of GUI elements and a list of GUI operations, where the domain and co-domain of each operation are represented as two hash tables. The second input for the algorithm is a data structure initialGUIState containing the initial state of the application as a list of GUI elements which are defined at the start of the application. Both input data structures for the algorithm are prepared by developers of the GUI application. The algorithm returns the sets states and transitions which contain the states and transitions of the constructed FSM.
The algorithm computes the output through three phases. First, the set of content-sensitive elements dimensions is computed from the model as described in expression (3) (lines 04 through 06). Second, the initial state of the FSM initialFSMstate is computed as described in Section 4.5 (lines 08 through 13). Third, the states and transitions sets are iteratively computed by checking the composite rule defined in expression (9) for each operation, starting from the initial state of the FSM (lines 15 through 28). If the composite rule does apply for a given state and given operation, the algorithm constructs a target state and makes a transition from current state to target state. The transition is labeled with the given GUI operation. An excerpt of a complete FSM for application shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 6 . For the sake of readability, we shown the first 17 states only and use N for NDEF, R for REF, and U for USED when labeling FSM states.
VI. MODEL EFFICIENCY
In this section, we discuss the efficiency of the presented model and algorithm. The algorithm described in Section 5 has an upper bound complexity given with expression (10):
where N E is the number of GUI elements of the application, while N O is the number of GUI operations. The first augend (N E *N O ) represents the complexity of computing the set of content-sensitive elements; all GUI elements must be checked by examining the domain and codomain of each operation. The second augend (N E ) represents the complexity of constructing the initial FSM state. The third augend (3
) represents the complexity of constructing the states and transitions of the FSM. As defined by expression (4), the maximum number of states is 3 |CE| , which in the worst case is 3 N E . For each state, the composite rule must be checked for each operation, which has an upper bound complexity of O (N O *N E ) . If the composite rule does apply, a new FSM state is constructed by defining each dimension according to the operations' domain and co-domain, which has an upperbound complexity of O(N E ). Expression (10) may be approximated with an upper-bound complexity of O(3 n *n 3 ) where n represents the sum of the numbers of GUI elements N E and operations N O . Figure 6 . An excerpt of FSM describing the GUI of web application shown in Fig. 1 Although the algorithm for construction of the application-level FSM has super-exponential upper-bound complexity, the average complexity and size of the constructed FSM will be significantly smaller.
First, although the FSM constructed for an application with N content-sensitive GUI elements may have a maximum of 3 N states, many of these states will be unreachable. The algorithm presented in Fig. 5 acknowledges this by incrementally constructing only reachable states, while unreachable states are not constructed. For example, the FSM that describes the application shown in Fig. 1 , which has four contentsensitive elements, is reduced from maximum of 81 states to 24 states reachable from initial [NDEF, NDEF, NDEF, NDEF] state.
Second, although each state of the FSM has different application-level semantics, many states are identical with respect to FSM operation. In the proposed model, GUI operations do not differentiate NDEF from USED state of a particular element since both enable the same set of operations to execute. In essence, the NDEF and USED states, although different in semantics, are equivalent from automata theory point of view [10] . Therefore, two states of the application-level FSM which for each dimension have either the same values or different values NDEF and USED, are equivalent and may be reduced to a single FSM state. This property may be acknowledged either by modifying the algorithm to construct only non-equivalent states or by merging equivalent states a-posteriori.
Lastly, since the model assumes that the domains and codomains of GUI operations are non-changeable during application execution, which is true for most GUI applications, the constructed FSM is deterministic.
In conclusion, these two properties, reduced number of states and FSM determinism, enable both efficient construction of application-level FSMs and their efficient usage.
VII. MODEL USAGE
er to demonstrate the practical use of the model, we describe two possible usage scenarios within the Geppeto framework [4] . Geppeto is a consumer-oriented framework for programming application-level workflows over widgets. Programming in Geppeto is achieved using a programmingby-demonstration technique, while programs consist of sequences of GUI operations over widget GUI elements. The presented model may be similarly applied to other web applications enabling GUI automation [2] , [3] , [6] .
First, if each widget was modeled with an applicationlevel FSM, the Geppeto framework could use the FSM to guide users through the programming process in order to reach a certain goal. The specification of a goal is done by defining a goal state, based on which a path towards that state consisting of GUI operations may be computed. For example, if the translation widget presented in Fig. 1 is being used to program another application, the framework would visually guide the user to specify a command for entering the input (write Input Text), then a command to specify the source and target languages (select From, select To), after which a command for clicking the translate button (click Translate), and lastly a command to consume the output translation (read Output Text).
Second, if each widget was modeled with an applicationlevel FSM, the Geppeto framework could verify the correctness of consumer-defined programs before their execution. For example, if the translation widget presented in Fig. 1 is used in the program and if the consumer specified multiple operations for entering the input (write Input Text) before consuming the output (read Output Text), the framework may alert the user that the output was not consumed. Similarly, if the consumer specified commands for entering input text (write Input Text) and specifying source and target languages (select From, select To) but didn't specify commands for clicking the translate button (click Translate) and consuming the results (read Output Text), the framework may alert the user that the program flow was not completed.
VIII. RELATED WORK
As we indicated in Section 1, development of the models of GUI applications has been a research focus of GUI testing [7] , [8] . In GUI testing, the object of verification is a GUI application under development, while the verification is achieved using series of correct test. In contrast, our work focuses on cases where GUI applications are known to be correct and GUI-level programs require verification.
Most GUI testing techniques are based on model-based testing [11] in which the GUI is modeled as a finite set of states and a set of transitions between those states [12] . Based on the model, a large number of tests are automatically generated [13] that check the model for various properties, like reachability and ordering of application-specific goal states.
There are two key challenges in developing effective GUI testing techniques: state explosion of the model and model extraction. First, the number of states in a finite-state model may be unmanageably large even for simple applications due to a large number of possible states for the content of each GUI element. As a result, the number of tests required to verify the application may become unacceptably large due to the high execution time of running all tests. This state explosion problem is usually approached by aggregating states representing specific content into abstract states which represent multiple different contents of a single element [14] , [15] . Nevertheless, the aggregation must be expressive enough to model key system properties which are being verified.
Creating an effective model has also been a goal of our research, even though we do not generate tests but use the application-level finite state machine for verification of GUI automation programs. Therefore, we introduced a novel aggregation scheme which combines all states of a single GUI element into three abstract states representing nondefined, refreshed, and used content. As we have shown, this scheme is expressive enough to formalize correct usage of GUI interfaces.
Another approach used in GUI testing techniques for constructing tests in cases of large state sets is plan generation. With plan generation [16] , some states are defined as goal states and tests are constructed as sequences of operations leading from the initial to the goal state. As we described in the previous section, a form of plan generation may be applied to our model in order to guide end-users in the construction of GUI automation programs.
The second challenge in GUI testing techniques is extraction of a model from existing applications which do not have one. For such cases, several reverse engineering approaches have been proposed. In [17] , a GUI ripping is introduced as a process in which the software's GUI is automatically "traversed" by opening all its windows and extracting all their widgets, properties, and values. In contrast, the reverse engineering approach presented in [15] is based on parsing the source code of Java applications.
The challenge of model extraction is important for our work also. In order to construct an application-level FSM, sets of GUI elements used as inputs and outputs must be known for every operation. Since for most applications these sets are not known, a system for automatically determining these sets for an arbitrary GUI application is required and both GUI ripping and source code parsing approaches may be used.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a formal model for describing data dependencies between controls and operations of GUI applications. The proposed model is based on the formalism of finite state machines, where states describe the possible state of GUI controls, and transitions denote GUI operations. The set of possible states is obtained by a novel state aggregation scheme, which combines all states of a single GUI element into three abstract states representing non-defined, refreshed, and used content. We show how this aggregation scheme is still expressive enough to describe correct GUI usage. Furthermore, we give a set of simple rules and an algorithm for automatic construction of finite state machines for arbitrary GUI applications. Lastly, we show how the model may be applied for reasoning about GUI dynamics which is often used in applications for web automation, testing, customization, and personalization.
The presented aggregation scheme and algorithm enable both efficient construction and efficient usage of the state machines. First, although the algorithm constructs the FSM with super-exponential upper bound complexity, we show that on average this complexity is significantly reduced due to many unreachable and equivalent states. Consequently, the size of the constructed FSM is reduced with respect to the number of states and transitions. Second, the aggregation scheme produces a deterministic finite state machine which enables efficient usage.
Our results present several beneficial directions for future work. First, a system for automatic extraction of GUI operation domains and co-domains is required in order to apply the model to existing applications. Although the presented model is not tied to a specific programming language or development framework, our interests are focused on web applications. Second, in order to evaluate the performance of program verification and end-user satisfaction of program construction guidance, we plan to integrate the model into the Geppeto framework. Third, our model assumes that domains and co-domains of operations are non-changeable during application execution, which in some cases is not true. For example, if two text fields represent a username-password login form, the co-domain of login operation may vary depending on the correctness of the supplied user credentials. Therefore, the model needs to be extended in order to cover this non-determinism.
